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We use a continuum model to investigate the isochoric axial contraction and expansion of a right
circular cylindrical specimen composed of a nematic elastomer that is cross-linked in a uniaxial state
and then annealed. We build on previous work by relaxing the constraint that the molecular
conformation be spherical or uniaxial, allowing instead for biaxiality. The material exhibits an
energetic preference for states involving a disclination of strength 11 along the cylinder axis
surrounded by a region in which the conformation of the polymer chains is indeed biaxial. We show
that such states represent minimizers of the total free-energy. Also, the reactive pressure necessary
to enforce the constraint of material incompressibility within the disclination core is found to be
reduced by an order of magnitude when the conformation is biaxial rather than uniaxial. A
bifurcation analysis is used to analytically determine the thresholds of axial expansion and
contraction at which the material prefers a disclinated state. These thresholds are found to be
consistent with numerical predictions. Finally, the stability of the solutions for the studied
parameters is also investigated. © 2003 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1622374#I. INTRODUCTION
Disclinations and defects play an important role in tradi-
tional nematic liquid crystals and are expected to be equally
influential in nematic elastomers. Previously,1–3 we used a
continuum model to investigate both the existence and detec-
tion of disclinations of strength 11 induced by the isochoric
distortion of a right circular cylindrical specimen composed
of a nematic elastomer that is cross linked in a uniaxial state
and then annealed. Under deformation, rather than remaining
in its annealed, isotropic, reference state, we found that there
is an energetic preference for the material to achieve a dis-
clinated state consisting of an isotropic core surrounded by
an anisotropic region in which the conformation of polymer
chains was uniaxial. Furthermore, by investigating the first
normal-stress difference, we proposed a practical method for
detecting the onset of a disclinated state.
Our previous work only allowed for a uniaxial molecular
conformation. Here, although prepared with a uniaxial con-
formation as before, the polymer chains are permitted to take
on biaxial conformations. From our earlier investigations, we
know that, when sufficiently deformed, a nematic-
elastomeric cylinder will exhibit a disclination. This work is
motivated by the question as to whether the conformation of
polymer chains in the region surrounding the core of such a
disclination is uniaxial or become biaxial. If this extra-core
region is uniaxial, there is then no need to allow for biaxial-
ity. However, if this extra-core region is biaxial, we can con-
clude that a model in which the conformation is constrained
to be either sperhical or uniaxial overly restrictive and that
allowing for biaxiality is a necessary refinement.13170021-9606/2003/119(24)/13170/10/$20.00
Downloaded 04 May 2007 to 128.174.36.179. Redistribution subject tTo describe biaxiality, we introduce scalar asphericities
q1.21 and q2.21 and associated unit orientations n1 and
n2 . The chains are oblate about n1 for 21,q1,0; spherical
for q150; and prolate about n1 for q.0. Analogous inter-
pretations hold for q2 and n2 . In our theory, the asphericities
and orientations have the status of additional kinematical de-
grees of freedom. These lead to balances for aspherical and
orientational forces that are enforced in addition to the stan-
dard balance associated with the deformational balance. The
first asphericity q1 and orientation n1 correspond to q and n
in our previous work.1–3 Thus, if in deforming a nematic-
elastomeric cylinder, we find that q1Þ0 and q250 in the
extra-core region, we can infer that the disclination is
uniaxial. However, if both q1Þ0 and q2Þ0 in the extra-core
region, the disclination is biaxial.
In fact, for both radial expansion and contraction of such
a cylinder, we do indeed discover disclinated states in which
the conformation of the region surrounding the core is biax-
ial. Such states possess lower total free energy than those in
which the conformation is uniaxial or isotropic. Thus, we
find that there is an energetic incentive for disclinated states
involving an extra-core region that is biaxially rather than
uniaxially anisotropic. Furthermore, we find that in a biaxi-
ally disclinated state the pressure necessary to maintain the
constraint of material incompressibility within the disclina-
tion core is generally an order of magnitude less than that
necessary in a uniaxially disclinated state.
These results are obtained via numerical studies of the
governing boundary-value problem. To explore their basis,
we perform bifurcation and stability analyses of the underly-
ing differential equations. These analyses yield expressions0 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
o AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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for which biaxial states are preferred and these expressions
confirm our numerical results.
II. THEORY
The kinematical description of a nematic elastomer in-
volves two fields: the vector-valued deformation y and the
positive-definite and symmetric molecular conformation A, a
macroscopic measure of the nematically induced distortion
of the polymer chains comprising the network. Associated
with y is the deformation-gradient F5Grad y, which serves
as a macroscopic measure of the distortion of the network.
Assuming that the medium is incompressible, we must have
det F51. Being positive-definite and symmetric, A in gen-
eral possesses three distinct eigenvalues and eigenvectors
and, thus, may be spherical, uniaxial, or biaxial. When A is
spherical, the medium behaves as conventional isotropic rub-
ber. Otherwise, the optical–mechanical response of the ma-
terial is anisotropic. In general, we may represent A in the
form
A5a~11q1!2 1/3~11q2!2 1/3~11q1n1 ^ n11q2n2 ^ n2!,
~1!
with det A5a.0, scalar asphericities qb.21, b51,2, and
orientations nb which are orthogonal (n1n250) and of unit
length (unbu51). The polymer chains are oblate, spherical,
or prolate about nb as 21,qb,0, qb50, or qb.0, respec-
tively.
Within the molecular-statistical framework of Warner
et al.,4 the coupling between the kinematical degrees of free-
dom is embodied by a free-energy density of the form
1
2m~ uA2 1/2FL1/2u22ln det~A21L!23 !. ~2!
Here, m.0 is the shear modulus and L is the positive-
definite and symmetric molecular conformation at the time
of crosslinking. While m would be determined by conven-
tional mechanical tests, L would be determined using scat-
tering methods. When A5L5a1, ~2! reduces to the classi-
cal expression 12m(uFu223) of neo-Hookean rubber
elasticity.
We consider a nematic elastomer formed by a two-step
process as follows: First, the melt is crosslinked in a uniaxial
state with asphericity q
*
Þ0 and unit orientation n
*
; next,
the resulting network is annealed, giving rise to an isotropic
reference state in which the conformation at each material
point is of the spherical form L5a1. In addition to possess-
ing an energetic preference for the isotropic reference state,
we assume that the material possesses an energetic prefer-
ence for states in which either or both of the asphericities
adopt the value q
*
present at the time of crosslinking. How-
ever, we assume that the annealing process renders negligible
any energetic preference for the orientation axis n
*
of the
molecular conformation at the time of crosslinking. To de-
scribe such a material, we incorporate ~2! and consider a
free-energy density of the formDownloaded 04 May 2007 to 128.174.36.179. Redistribution subject tc5
m
2 S ~11q1!1/3~11q2!1/3
3S uFu22 q111q1 uFTn1u22 q211q2 uFTn2u2D23 D
1F~q1 ,q2!1
a
2 ~ uh1u
21uh2u2!
1G~q1!K~F,n1 ,G1!1G~q2!K~F,n2 ,G2!. ~3!
Here, Gb5Grad nb is the gradient of the orientation nb ; F
is a quadruple-well potential, with local minima at (q1 ,q2)
5(0,0), (q1 ,q2)5(0,q*), (q1 ,q2)5(q*,0), and (q1 ,q2)
5(q
*
,q
*
), consistent with
F~q1 ,q2!→1‘ as q1→21,1‘ or q2→21,1‘;
~4!
hb5Grad qb is the gradient of the asphericity qb ; a.0 is a
regularizing modulus; G is a mollifying factor, dimensionless
and consistent with
G~q !5O~q2! as q→0,
G~q !.0 for qÞ0, ~5!
G~q !→1‘ as q→21,1‘;
and K , involving orientational-elasticity moduli k1.0, k2
.0, k3.0, k4.0, and k5.0, is a generalization of the en-
ergy density of the Oseen–Zo¨cher–Frank5–7 ~OZF! theory to
account for deformation.
The first term of the right-hand side of ~3! arises from
~2! on taking A as given in ~1! and L5a1. The factor K
appearing in the remaining terms on the right-hand side of
~3! is of the form
K~F,n,G!5
k1
2
~F"G!21
k2
2
uFTGu2
1
k3~ uFTGFTnu21uGTFFTnu2!
2uFTnu2
1
k4
2
~FTG!~GTF!
1
k5~FTGFTn!~GTFFTn!
2uFTnu2
. ~6!
On setting F51 in ~6!, we may identify k11k21k4 , k2 ,
k21k3 , and k21k4 with the classical splay, twist, bend,
and saddle-splay moduli of the OZF theory; k31k5 is an
additional modulus that accounts for interactions between the
distortion of the network and the orientation of the molecular
conformation. By ~4! and ~5!, both F and G penalize states in
which the conformation becomes overly oblate or prolate
about any axis.
Within our framework, a disclination in a nematic elas-
tomer is a tubular neighborhood within which the asphericity
vanishes and the orientation is undefined. The orientation
gradient and, hence, K are therefore singular within such a
neighborhood. The mollifying factor G appearing in the final
two terms on the right-hand side of ~3! is introduced to ren-
der integrable any such singularities.8o AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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is uniaxial, so that, without loss of generality, q1[qÞ0, q2
[0, n1[n, and n2 is undefined, then the free-energy density
~3! reduces to the expression considered earlier.1–3
Granted ~3! and that external body forces are absent, the
variationally based equilibrium equations of the theory are
DivS ]c]FD5F2T Grad p , ~7a!
DivS ]c]h1D5 ]c]q1 , ~7b!
DivS ]c]h2D5 ]c]q2 , ~7c!
DivS ]c]G1D1S ]c]G1 G1Dn15 ]c]n1 , ~7d!
DivS ]c]G2D1S ]c]G2 G2Dn25 ]c]n2 , ~7e!
where all differentiation of c is performed on the manifold
associated with the constraints det F51 and unbu51, b
51,2, and where p denotes the pressure required to maintain
the constraint det F51. While ~7a! expresses conventional
balance of force associated with y, ~7b!, ~7c!, ~7d!, and ~7e!
express generalized force balances associated, respectively,
with the additional kinematical degrees of freedom q1 , q2 ,
n1 , and n2 .
Following the approach taken in previous work,1–3 we
use the theory to investigate the presence of disclinations of
strength 11 in a nematic-elastomeric specimen that, in the
reference state, occupies the right circular cylinder
R5$x5rer1zez :0<r,R ,uzu,‘%, ~8!
with cylindrical coordinates (r ,u ,z) and $er ,eu ,ez% the asso-
ciated physical basis. In so doing, we assume that the lateral
surface ]R5$x:uxu5R% of the specimen is free of all trac-
tions, viz.,
S ]c]F 2pF2TD U
]R
er50, ~9a!
]c
]hb
U
]R
er50, b51,2, ~9b!
]c
]Gb
U
]R
er50, b51,2. ~9c!
Consistent with the requirement that the deformation be
isochoric, we stipulate that
y~r ,u ,z !5lrer1
z
l2
ez with l.0. ~10!
The case of 0,l,1 corresponds to radial contraction
coupled with axial extension of the cylinder, while that of
l.1 is compatible with the cylinder expanding radially
while contracting along its axis. From ~10!,
F~r ,u ,z !5l~12ez ^ ez!1
1
l2
ez ^ ez , ~11!Downloaded 04 May 2007 to 128.174.36.179. Redistribution subject tand a direct calculation shows that, for all l.0, the con-
straint det F51 holds throughout R. We emphasize that F is
measured relative to the isotropic reference state. Figure 1
shows the specimen in its undistorted reference state and also
in the deformed state.
When qb50, the orientation nb is undefined. When q1
Þ0, we assume that n1 is radial, so that
n15er . ~12!
Further, when q2Þ0, we suppose that n2 is azimuthal, so that
n25eu . ~13!
As a consequence of these choices, the constraint unbu51 is
satisfied whenever nb is defined. A direct calculation shows
that, when n1 and n2 are defined,
G1~r ,u ,z !5
1
r
eu ^ eu ,
~14!
G2~r ,u ,z !52
1
r
er ^ eu .
Further, we suppose that the asphericities q1 and q2 depend
at most on the radial coordinate r .
Using ~6! and ~11!–~14! gives
K~F,n1 ,G1!5
k Il
2
2r2 ,
~15!
K~F,n2 ,G2!5
k IIl
2
2r2 ,
with k I5k11k21k4 the orientational splay modulus and
k II5k21k3 the orientational bend modulus.
Since the deformation is prescribed via ~10! and the ori-
entations are either given as in ~12! and ~13! or undefined,
the only unknowns are the pressure p and asphericities q1
and q2 . From the radial component of ~7a! and the assump-
tion that q1 and q2 depend at most on r , it follows that p also
may depend at most on r .
Letting n be a parameter associated with the characteris-
tic strength of the potential F and introducing x5r/R ,
P(x)5p(Rx)/n , and Qb(x)5qb(Rx), b51,2, we obtain
the dimensionless groups
FIG. 1. Cylinder and molecular conformation in undistorted ~a! and dis-
torted ~b! states.o AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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m
n
, k I*5
k I
R2n , k II
*5
k II
R2n , and a*5
a
R2n .
~16!
Using the radial components of ~7a! and ~9a!, we find
that the dimensionless pressure P has the form
P5l2S m* ~11Q2!1/3
~11Q1!2/3 1
k II*G~Q2!
x2
1m*I11I2D , ~17!
with
I1~x !5E
x
1 ~Q1~j!2Q2~j!! dj
j~11Q1~j!!2/3~11Q2~j!!2/3 ,
~18!
I2~x !5E
x
1 ~k I*G~Q1~j!!2k II*G~Q2~j!!! dj
j3
.
From ~7b! and ~7c!, we obtain the differential equations
a*
x
d
dx S x dQ1dx D
5
m*l2~11Q2!1/3
6~11Q1!2/3 S 1l6 2 12Q111Q1 2 Q211Q2D
1
k I*l
2G8~Q1!
2x2 1
1
n
]F~Q1 ,Q2!
]Q1 ,
~19!
a*
x
d
dx S x dQ2dx D
5
m*l2~11Q1!1/3
6~11Q2!2/3 S 1l6 2 Q111Q1 2 12Q211Q2D
1
k II*l
2G8~Q2!
2x2 1
1
n
]F~Q1 ,Q2!
]Q2 ,
which are augmented by the boundary conditions
dQb
dx U
x50
50 and
dQb
dx U
x51
50, ~20!
arising, respectively, from the assumed radial symmetry of
the solution and ~9b!.
When q150 and n1 is undefined, ~7d! is vacuous. How-
ever, when q1Þ0 and n1 is therefore defined, direct calcula-
tions show that ~7d! is satisfied. Entirely analogous remarks
hold concerning q2 , n2 , and ~7e!. For n1 and n2 as defined
in ~12! and ~13!, the boundary conditions ~9c! are satisfied.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The differential equation ~19! involves functions F and
g, which are restricted only by ~4! and ~5!. Although many
function choices would satisfy these restrictions, for consis-
tency and ease of comparison with the results for the uniaxial
case,1–3 for our numerical investigations we chose forms for
F and G similar to those used in our previous work, viz.,
F~q1 ,q2!5
nq1
2~q12q*!
2
2~11q1!2
1
nq2
2~q22q*!
2
2~11q2!2
~21!
andDownloaded 04 May 2007 to 128.174.36.179. Redistribution subject tG~q !5H q2~11q !2 if 21,q<0,
q2 if q>0.
~22!
The particular choice ~21! of F obeys F(q1 ,q2)
5F(q2 ,q1). This symmetry allows either of the axes n1
5er or n15eu to serve as the primary director. A conse-
quence of this property is that both the isotropic-uniaxial and
isotropic-biaxial transitions are of first order. Although the
uniaxial–biaxial transition in conventional liquid crystals is
normally of second order, a direct, first-order isotropic-
biaxial transition has been recognized and can occur.9 Fur-
thermore, in contrast to traditional liquid crystals, the rubber-
like nature of nematic elastomers allows them to sustain a
first-order transition between uniaxial and biaxial states.10
Thus, we envison a direct first-order transition between the
isotropic and biaxial states as feasible. In addition, ~21! is
such that F(0,q2)5F(q* ,q2)50 @and, since F(q1 ,q2)
5F(q2 ,q1), F(q1,0)5F(q2 ,q*)50]. This property ren-ders the isotropic and nematic states equally favorable and,
thus, is valid only at the nematic–isotropic transition tem-
perature. Thus, our predictions are confined to a narrow
range of temperatures about the nematic–isotropic transition
temperature. Alternative forms for F that relax both the sym-
metry F(q1 ,q2)5F(q2 ,q1) and the assumed equal prefer-
ence for the isotropic and nematic states would yield a theory
capable of accounting for the possibly second-order nature of
uniaxial–biaxial transitions and for behavior away from the
nematic-isotropic transition temperature. Such alternatives
would require the consideration of additional temperature-
dependent material parameters to describe, for instance, the
relative heights of the various potential wells. For this rea-
son, we leave the study of such alternatives to future work.
While defined piecewise, the particular choice ~22! of G is
twice continuously-differentiable. Since the differential
equations in ~19! involve only the first derivative of G, we
therefore expect no numerical difficulties to ensue from this
choice.
To solve the boundary-value problem ~19!–~20! numeri-
cally, we incorporated ~21! and ~22! and selected parameters
as follows: As before,1–3 we chose m5105 J/m3, n
5106 J/m3, and R51 cm. Underlying the chosen value of n
is the notion that, whereas m should scale like kBu per poly-
mer chain, with kB Boltzmann’s constant and u the absolute
temperature, n should scale like kBu per monomer. To attain
the high extensibilities associated with rubberlike behavior
requires upwards of 15–100 monomers per chain, whereby n
should exceed m by at least an order of magnitude. For tra-
ditional nematics at temperatures in a wide range below the
clearing temperature, the bend modulus k II is on the order of
10212 J/m and is three-halves to two times the splay modulus
k I .
11–14 The values of these moduli have not yet been deter-
mined for nematic elastomers, but, because of the rubbery
nature of these materials, it seems reasonable to expect that
the moduli would be at least an order of magnitude greater.15
So, we took k I510211 J/m and k II52310211 J/m. The
value of the splay modulus is also in line with values used in
previous work.1–3,15,16 With the expectation that the regular-
izing modulus should not exceed the splay modulus, weo AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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m*50.1, k I*5
1
2k II*5a*510213, and q*50.5 and representative values of the degree of radial expansion l between 1 and 1.25. Consistent with ~20!, note
the horizontal slopes at the cylinder center (x50) and outer boundary (x51).chose a510211. As a result of the foregoing assumptions,
m*51021 and k I*5
1
2k II*5a*510213. Although our chosen
value of n is quite small, a larger and, thus, more realistic
value would lead to smaller values of k I* , k II* , and a* and
thus make the singularly perturbed boundary-value problem
~19! and ~20! more computationally intensive to solve. Since
radial expansion (l.1) is expected to give rise to prolate
asphericities (q1.0 and perhaps q2.0 as well! perpendicu-
lar to the cylinder axis, the choice q
*
.0 is sensible for this
case. Similarly, because we expect oblate asphericities (21
,q1,0 and perhaps q2,0 too! perpendicular to the axis to
arise for radial contraction (0,l,1), we choose 21,q
*
,0 in this setting. So, for illustrative purposes, we took
q
*
50.5 for radial expansion and q
*
520.4 for radial con-
traction.
With these parameters, we solved ~19! and ~20! from x
50 to x51 using the ACDC package17 with the tolerance on
the solution pair (Q1 ,Q2) set to 1028 and that of its deriva-
tive (dQ1 /dx ,dQ2 /dx) set to 1024 for radial expansion and
1023 for radial contraction. As a trial solution, we used the
straight line Q15Q250, satisfying ~20! and consisting of
5001 evenly spaced points on the closed domain. The only
parameter varied was l, the degree of radial expansion or
contraction. Thus, the range of l for axial contraction; the
values of m*, n, k I* , and a*; and the solution method were
identical to those used in our previous investigations.1–3
A. Radial expansion lÌ1
For the regime of radial expansion, we allowed l to
range between 1 and 1.25. Figure 2 shows the solution pro-
files for Q1 and Q2 and the sharp transition between isotro-
pic (Qb50, b51,2) and anisotropic (QbÞ0) regions along
the cylinder radius, thereby indicating the presence of a dis-
clination of strength 11 located along the cylinder axis. The
extent of the disclination core can also be inferred from the
plot as the region where Q1 and Q2 exhibit rapid increases.18
Although the solutions for Q1 and Q2 appear identical in
Fig. 2, it becomes apparent in Fig. 3 that they differ but only
in the core region, where Q2 exhibits an increased gradient
due to the larger value of k II compared to k I . ~For clarity,Downloaded 04 May 2007 to 128.174.36.179. Redistribution subject tFig. 3 focuses on l51.20; but similar behavior is evident for
the studied range of l.! Despite this difference, from Fig. 2,
the transition zones for Q1 and Q2 both appear to be centered
at x51026, corresponding to a dimensional core radius on
the order of 1022 mm and consistent with the length scale
predicted by the ratios Ak I /m and Ak II /m for our choices of
m, k I , and k II . The ratios Ak I /m and Ak II /m determine the
length scale at which a crossover between rubber-elastic and
orientational effects occurs.19–21 Our core radius, which we
denote by xc , is also of the same order as values observed
for liquid crystalline melts.22 Since our uniaxial energy den-
sity investigations resulted in disclinations with similar
characteristics,1–3 these results are not unexpected. What is
important to emphasize is that, since both Q1 and Q2 are
nonvanishing for x.xc , the states obtained here are biaxial.
To investigate the energetic status of these biaxial states,
we introduce the dimensionless free-energy density C
5c/n . In view of the assumptions concerning the deforma-
tion y, the orientations n1 and n2 , and the asphericities q1
and q2 ,
FIG. 3. Plot of the asphericities Q1 and Q2 in the core region as a function
of dimensionless radial position x ~note logarithmic scale! for the degree of
radial expansion l51.20 and the dimensionless material parameters m*
50.1, k I*5
1
2k II*5a*510213, and q*50.5.o AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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c
n
5Ce1Ca1Co , ~23!
with
Ce5
m*
2 S 2l21 1l4 23 D ~24!
a conventional neo-Hookean rubber-elastic contribution as-
sociated with the distortion of the network,
Ca5
m*
2 S l2S ~11Q2!
1/3
~11Q1!2/3 1
~11Q1!1/3
~11Q2!2/3 22 D
1
1
l4
~~11Q1!1/3~11Q2!1/321 ! D
1
F~Q1 ,Q2!
n
1
a*
2 S S dQ1dx D
2
1S dQ2dx D
2D ~25!
a contribution associated with the asphericity of the molecu-
lar conformation, and
Co5
~k I*1k II*!l
2G~Q1 ,Q2!
2x2 ~26!
a contribution associated with the axes of the molecular con-
formation.
A comparision of the total neo-Hookean energy
F etot5E
0
1
Ce~x !x dx , ~27!
the total energy from our previously performed uniaxial in-
vestigations F unitot ,1–3 and the total free energy
F tot5E
0
1
C~x !x dx ~28!
plotted in Fig. 4~a! shows that the material strongly prefers a
disclinated state in which the conformation of the material
surrounding the core is biaxial as opposed to uniaxial. While
F etot increases monotonically with l, F tot is a double-well
potential with an absolute minimum at l51 and a relative
minimum at l’1.13. Also, for all l.1, F tot is less than
both F unitot and F etot , the isotropic (Q15Q250) neo-Hookean
contribution alone. This difference is negligible for all l
<1.12, and we therefore do not necessarily expect a discli-
nated state to form in the range 1<l,1.12. However, be-
yond l51.12, the difference between F tot and F etot becomes
nontrivial and shows an energetic motivation for the material
to form a disclinated state in which the material outside the
core boundary xc in a biaxially anisotropic state. It is inter-
esting to note from Fig. 4~a! that not only is a biaxial state
energetically preferred over a uniaxial one (F tot always falls
below F unitot for our range of l! but also that the threshold
value of l at which a biaxial disclination first manifests itself
is less than that arising when the extra-core region is con-
strained to be uniaxial.
In addition, we investigated the total free energy of the
core, which we denote as
F core5E
0
xc
C~x !x dx , ~29!Downloaded 04 May 2007 to 128.174.36.179. Redistribution subject trelative to that of the whole domain. From Fig. 4~b!, it is
evident that F core is a vanishingly small percentage of F tot.
This is because of the relatively small size of the core and the
fact that Ce is of a comparatively large magnitude across the
entire radial extent of the cylinder. As in our previous
studies,1–3 the proportion of total free-energy contained in
the core remains relatively constant up to the value of l
corresponding to the first inflection point of F tot. Coincident
with the threshold value of l seen in Fig. 4~a!, a sharp in-
crease then occurs, and the proportion then decreases mono-
tonically for the remainder of our range as more energy goes
into both stretching of the polymer network and changing the
conformation of the chains comprising the network.
The dimensionless pressure P given in ~17! is shown in
Fig. 5~b!. Because the material becomes biaxial with Q1
Þ0 and Q2Þ0, the pressure differs both in magnitude and
character from that arising in the uniaxial case.1–3 Because
Q15Q2 except within the transition layer, the term I1(x) in
~17! vanishes everywhere but within the layer. In the isotro-
pic core, where Q15Q250, the pressure coincides with its
neo-Hookean counterpart and is an order of magnitude lower
than in the uniaxial case.1–3 Outside the core, with the in-
crease in both Q1 and Q2 shown in Fig. 2, the pressure drops
below the neo-Hookean value. Recall that, for an incom-
FIG. 4. ~a! Plots of the total neo-Hookean rubber-elastic energy F etot and of
the total free-energy F tot as a function of the degree of radial expansion l
between 1 and 1.25 for the dimensionless material parameters m*50.1,
k I*5
1
2k II*5a*510213, and q*50.5. ~b! Plot of the percentage F
core/F tot
of free energy in the core as a function of the degree of cylinder distortion l
between 1 and 1.25 for the dimensionless material parameters m*50.1,
k I*5
1
2k II*5a*510213, and q*50.5.o AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
13176 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 24, 22 December 2003 Fried, Korchagin, and TodresFIG. 5. Plot of the dimensionless pressure P for the ~a! uniaxial case ~Ref. 2! and ~b! biaxial case as a function of dimensionless radial position x ~note
logarithmic scale! for the dimensionless material parameters m*50.1, k I*5
1
2k II*5a*510213, and q*50.5 and representative values of the degree of radial
expansion l between 1 and 1.25. Dashed lines show corresponding neo-Hookean values of P .pressible material, the pressure is a reaction which arises in
response to the constraint det F51. The excessive core pres-
sure found in the uniaxial case, which general exceeds its
biaxial counterpart by an order of magnitude, indicates that
the material is overly constrained when it is forced to remain
incompressible and biaxial conformations are disallowed.
When biaxial conformations are allowed, there is a concomi-
tant decrease in the reactive pressure and that decrease fur-
ther confirms the preference of the material for a biaxial
state.
B. Radial contraction 0¸l¸1
The analogous problem of axial extension was investi-
gated with a range of l between 1 and 0.80. As in the case of
axial contraction, plots of the asphericities Q1 and Q2 show
sharp transitions between isotropic (Q15Q250) and aniso-
tropic (Q15Q2Þ0) regions along the cylinder radius, con-
sistent with the presence of a biaxial disclination of strength
11 located along the cylinder axis. Figure 6 shows the so-
lution profile for Q1 . As in the case of axial contraction, Q1
and Q2 are equal except in the transition region separating
the core and extra-core; in that transition region, Q2 exhibits
a steeper gradient due to the larger value of k II compared to
k I . Also, the transition zones for Q1 and Q2 both appear to
be at x51026, corresponding as before to a dimensional
core radius on the order of 1022 mm.
The energies F etot , F unitot , F tot for radial contraction are
plotted in Fig. 7. Here too, as for radial expansion, there is an
energetic motivation for the material to achieve a biaxial
disclinated state, especially for l,0.92. This threshold
value of l occurs sooner; i.e., at a lesser degree of radial
contraction, than for the corresponding uniaxial case.
The behavior of the total free energy F core of the core is
similar to that observed for axial contraction. The proportion
of total free energy contained in the core remains relatively
constant up to the value of l corresponding to the first in-
flection point of F tot. As before, coincident with the thresh-Downloaded 04 May 2007 to 128.174.36.179. Redistribution subject told value of l of the total free energy in Fig. 7, a sharp
increase then occurs, and the proportion then decreases
monotonically for the rest of the range.
As in the case of radial expansion, a determination of the
pressure from ~17! can be made. These results are omitted
here for brevity.
IV. BIFURCATION AND STABILITY
A priori, the uniqueness and stability of the numerical
solutions discussed in Sec. III are unclear. To address these
issues, we examine the solution set for the boundary-value
problem ~19! and ~20! for scalings where k I* , k II* , and a*
are all very small in comparison to m*. For brevity, we
discuss only the case of radial expansion. The results for
radial contraction are entirely analogous.
FIG. 6. Plots of the asphericity Q1 as a function of dimensionless radial
position x ~note logarithmic scale! for the dimensionless material parameters
m*50.1, k I*5
1
2k II*5a*510213, and q*520.4 and representative values
of the degree of axial expansion l between 1 and 0.80. Consistent with ~20!,
note the horizontal slopes at the cylinder center (x50) and outer boundary
(x51). The analogous plots for Q2 are indistinguishible from those for Q1
except within the transition layer.o AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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sults depicted in Fig. 2, we conclude that for each lÞ1, the
profiles of the solution pair (Q1 ,Q2) exhibit three well-
defined regions:
~i! a core region surrounding the cylinder axis where
(Q1 ,Q2) is uniform and very close to zero;
~ii! an extra-core region within which (Q1 ,Q2) is uni-
form but nonvanishing;
~iii! a transition layer connecting the core and extra-core
regions.
Granted the scaling considered here, the dimensionless
core region is both very thin, with width on the order of 1026
~cf. Fig. 3!, and energetically insignificant since its share of
the free energy is never more than a minute percentage of the
total @cf. Fig. 4~a!#. The structure of the transition layer is the
same for all relevant l; it monotonically connects Q15Q2
50 at x50 to the value of Q15Q2Þ0 in the extra-core
region. We thus focus on the extra-core regime where sym-
metric behavior prevails in the sense that Q15Q25Q . A
breakdown of this symmetry occurs only when the full do-
main is taken into account as in the preceding section. Ne-
glecting the small parameters a*, k I* , and k II* associated
with the core boundary, we specialize ~19! to the extra-core
region. This yields the algebraic equation,
f ~Q ,l!5 m*l
2
6~11Q !1/3 S 2 111Q 1 1l6D
1
Q~Q2Q
*
!~Q212Q2Q
*
!
~11Q !3 50, ~30!
that should provide the uniform, common value Q of Q1 and
Q2 outside the core. To predict the response of the material
to any particular choice of l, we would like to solve ~30! for
Q as a function of l. Unfortunately, ~30! contains fractional
powers of Q and does not easily lend itself to direct analyti-
cal solution. To circumvent this obstacle, we note that ~30!
can be expressed as a cubic for l2, viz.,
FIG. 7. Plots of the total neo-Hookean rubber-elastic energy F etot and of the
total free-energy F tot as a function of the degree of axial expansion l be-
tween 1 and 0.80 for the dimensionless material parameters m*50.1, k I*
5
1
2k II*5a*510213, and q*520.4.Downloaded 04 May 2007 to 128.174.36.179. Redistribution subject tl613bl41c50,
where
b52
2Q~Q2Q
*
!~Q212Q2Q
*
!
m*~11Q !5/3
and
c52~11Q !.
Solving this equation yields
l5Ab1s2~b ,c !1s1~b ,c !,
with
s6~b ,c !52S b23 1 c2 6Ab3c3 1 c24 D
1/3
.
A real value of l is guaranteed by the range of parameters
under consideration.
Having obtained l5l(Q), we determine the originally
desired function Q5Q(l) by plotting a bifurcation diagram
@Fig. 8~a!# for ~30!. This provides substantial insight into the
results obtained by direct numerical solution of the govern-
ing boundary-value problem ~19! and ~20! and shown in Fig.
2. We start from the point (l ,Q)5(1,0) in Fig. 8~a!, gradu-
ally increase the value of l, and follow the lower branch of
the diagram up to l5lr . Above lr , the equilibrium solu-
tion for Q1 and Q2 is forced to switch to the upper branch
~cf. Fig. 2!. If we instead start on the upper branch at l
.lr and quasistatically release the cylinder ~decrease l!, we
follow the upper branch past lr all the way down to a point
of downward snapping, where l5la,lr . For this to occur,
we must actually contact the specimen radially since la
<1. Therefore, classical hysteretic behavior is observed.
To further clarify properties of the system, we can inves-
tigate the stability of solutions using the information about
their behavior in the extra-core region obtained above. Since
the bifurcation behavior observed in Fig. 8~a! is classical, the
branch stability is as shown. In the same vein, we plot the
FIG. 8. ~a! Plot of the constant, bulk asphericity Q as a function of the
degree of radial expansion l between 1 and 1.25 for the dimensionless
material parameters m*50.1 and q
*
50.5. The equilibrium set consists of
two ~lower and upper! stable branches, and one ~middle! unstable branch.
When a certain deformation of lr’1.13 is reached, the solution switches
from the lower to the upper branch, with a sharp increase in Q ~cf. Fig. 2!.
A classical hysteresis loop is present. ~b! Plot of the total free-energy of the
constant, bulk asphericity Q as a function of the degree of radial expansion
l between 1 and 1.25 for the dimensionless material parameters m*50.1
and q
*
50.5 ~cf. Fig. 2!. We observe two, stable ~solid! branches connected
by an unstable ~dashed! one. Corresponding branch switching is highlighted
by arrows and always leads to a lowering of the total free-energy.o AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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note that the sharp changes in free energy shown in Fig. 4 for
radial expansion mirror the branch stability switching phe-
nomenon described above. As can be seen, switching leads to
a lower free energy level, and thus is preferable.
To determine the values of lr and la in Fig. 8, we first
note from ~30! that f (Q ,l)50 everywhere on both curves.
Thus,
d f
dQ 5
] f
]Q 1
] f
]l
]l
]Q 50.
For lr and la , this is supplemented by the fact thatDownloaded 04 May 2007 to 128.174.36.179. Redistribution subject t]l/]Q50. If ] f /]lÞ0, then for the above equation to hold,
] f /]Q50. Therefore, lr and la can be found by solving the
system ( f (Q ,l),] f (Q ,l)/]Q)5(0,0). This gives rise to
8~22Q2~91Q~712Q !!1Q~181Q~31Q !!Q
*
1~2315Q !Q
*
2 !2~7Q424Q3~251Q
*
!
13Q
*
2 22QQ
*
~91Q
*
!26Q2~2312Q
*
!)
1~11Q !6~m*!350 ~31!
andl252
2~18Q2112Q313Q41Q~Q2Q
*
!~Q~21Q !2Q
*
!13Q
*
2 26QQ
*
~31Q
*
!!
~11Q !5/3m* . ~32!Real solutions to ~31! and ~32! are not guaranteed and de-
pend on the values of the parameters m* and Q
*
. For the
case of radial expansion, (Q ,lr)5(0.097,1.13) and (Q ,la)
5(0.36,0.97). These two values of lr , respectively, corre-
spond to the point at which jumps are observed in Fig. 4. If
a nematic-elastomeric specimen is being prepared for an ex-
periment, ~31! and ~32! can be solved with the particular m*
and Q
*
being considered to see whether real la and lr exist
and, if so, what their values are. This then gives the experi-
mentalist an idea of the range of axial contraction or exten-
sion to investigate.
The stability analysis described above is predicated on
neglecting the parameters a*, k I* , and k II* associated with
the core boundary in ~19! and which are small relative to
m*. The question therefore arises as to how small a*, k I* ,
and k II* must be to safely ignore them in the extra-core re-
gion. Thus, for a given l, below a certain threshold and
regardless of their values, a*, k I* , and k II* should affect
only the core boundary region of the solution (Q1 ,Q2) with
the extra-core and core regions maintaining constant values.
Keeping m* constant while changing the other parameters
requires changing the specimen radius R . So, if the small
parameters are below the threshold for constant (Q1 ,Q2),
and since C5C(Q1 ,Q2) @cf. ~23!–~26!#, it follows that the
total, dimensional energy F totnR2 @cf. ~28!# will grow as R2.
For a representative value of l51.20, we conducted a
parametric study wherein m5105 J/m3, n5106 J/m3, q
*
50.5, k I510211 J/m and k II*52310211 J/m were kept con-
stant as before and only R was varied from 3.1831029 m to
1 cm. As a result, m*51021 remained constant and k I*
5 12k II*5a* varied with R from 0.99 to 1310213. For R
<3.4331028 m, we found that F totnR2}R2. This is because
both Q1 and Q2 lie below the threshold for a disclination to
necessarily appear. For R>3.5431028 m (a*<0.008), a
disclination is present, but for R,3.1631027 m (a*.1
31024) we found that F totnR2}R1.6. Since F totnR2 grows
less than quadratically in this region, we expect that a discli-
nation will be easier to generate in specimens with 3.54
31028<R,3.1631027 m (131024,a*<0.008). Thegrowth is not quadratic because, for such values of R , Q1
and Q2 do not attain a constant extra-core value. As stated
previously, once this constant value threshold has been at-
tained for R>3.1631027 m (a*<131024), the small pa-
rameters only affect behavior in the transition layer. Thus, if
R>3.1631027 m (a*<131024), F totnR2}R2 and we
conclude that the small parameters can only be discarded for
this regime.
V. DISCUSSION
We have extended a previously studied to allow for bi-
axiality of the molecular conformation. In so doing, we have
found that nematic elastomers can sustain disclinations with
an isotropic core and an extra-core region in which the con-
formation is biaxial rather than uniaxial. These states possess
lower energies than the corresponding ones for materials
whose conformations are constrained to remain uniaxial.
Furthermore, when compared to both the uniaxial and neo-
Hookean cases, the reactive pressure required to maintain the
constraint of material incompressibility within the disclina-
tion core is reduced by an order of magnitude. Thus, a biax-
ial disclinated state is a more natural one for the material to
inhabit. In addition, we have used bifurcation and stability
analyses to expand our insight regarding the properties of the
governing equations and confidence in the numerical results.
These analyses include the derivation of analytic expressions
for the threshold values of radial expansion and contraction
at which a biaxial disclinated state clearly becomes energeti-
cally preferred and a determination of the stability of solu-
tions for the studied parameter values. Finally, for a repre-
sentative case of axial contraction, we find the threshold at
which the small parameters only affect the core boundary
region and thus cause the total dimensional energy to vary
with R2 as theoretically predicted. When the parameters ex-
ceed the threshold, the dimensional energy varies as R1.6,
and we infer that a disclination will form more easily in
specimens in this regime.o AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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